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- Creating custom schematics from scratch or importing designs from Gerber, DXF, ASC or
SES - Importing manufacturing data into the schematic from a CSV (comma-separated
values) file, including details of all parts - Creating components from a database of
templates, using a single click to create components, or by dragging and dropping
components directly into the working environment - Exporting a DXF file and sending it to
a gerber text file - Working with 3D objects - Printing schematics and PCB layouts in 3D -
Creating footprints for 8, 9, 16, 32 and 64-layer PCBs - Sorting components by properties
and dragging and dropping them to a desired position - Protecting layout elements with a
password - Inserting schematics and PCB designs in a PDF file with a single click -
Importing patterns from a CSV file or generating patterns for schematic symbols - Working
with analog components with a magnitude scale, oscilloscope or a physical display of time
- Viewing schematics and PCB layouts in a 3D environment - Printing schematics and PCB
layouts in 3D - Efficiently navigating around the working area - Changing orientation, size
and position of the working area - Customizing the color of the text, line and graphic
objects - Dragging and dropping files and folders into the working area - Adding an
automated layer navigation - Filtering components based on a price range - Increasing or
decreasing the size of the working area - Text objects to display component properties -
Setting a display grid, adding and deleting lines - Converting special symbols to lines -
Adding and deleting lines - Generating blocks - Editing symbols and drawing lines - Saving
a file without printing - Cut, copy, delete and paste - Rotate objects - Selecting objects by
drag and dropping them - Freehand rotation of objects - Working with rulers and guides -
Undoing and redoing actions - Routing with only a few clicks - Importing assets from a
library - 3D preview mode - Zooming in and out - Clicking on individual components and
checking their parameters - Dragging and dropping components directly onto a schematic,
the board, or another object - Locking components for working in batches - Changing the
width and height of the working area - Selecting objects in a list - Changing or deleting
layers and groups - Changing the magnification level

PCB Creator [Mac/Win]

Comprehensive PCB software that allows you to design complete PCBs, schematics, and
layouts. Bundles many advanced features, and is ideal for professional users. Panels allow
you to start from scratch, or import data from Gerber files, or other file formats such as
DXF, ASC, or SES. Bundles many features such as customized components, components
view, PCB editing, netlist creation, pin numbering, 3D design, Electronic schematics, EMC,
and much more. Includes powerful tools to allow you to create and modify your own
components, and design custom patterns using the PCB Creator Product Key panels. PCB
Creator, PCB design software, PCB design software, PCBdesign software for PCB design
PCB Creator is a compact Windows application built specifically for helping users create
PCB layouts and schematic designs. As soon as run the application, you can select to
create a new schematic or PCB design, edit components, or create and edit patterns. The
user interface may seem a bit overwhelming at a first glance but this is only because the
program comes packed with many dedicated parameters. You can create a new design
from scratch or import data from Gerber files, or other file formats, such as DXF, ASC, or
SES. The components are well-organized in different categories (e.g. diodes, transistors,
relays, switches, sockets, headers) which can be dragged and dropped directly into the
working environment. Another notable characteristic of this tool is represented by the
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possibility to check the designs for possible errors and view them displayed in a dedicated
pane. What’s more, you can zoom in or out, work with multiple layers, insert lines,
rectangles, and circles, embed text messages, undo or redo your actions, print the
generated designs, as well as perform basic editing operations (cut, copy, paste, delete).
PCB Creator lets you lock certain components for making sure they cannot be moved,
modified, or deleted accidently, set up the color parameters, insert tables and images (e.g.
JPG, BMP, ICO, EMF), enable the routing mode, activate the 3D preview mode, as well
make the app automatically arrange the components on the board. The “Component
Editor” and “Pattern Editor” panes provide several powerful tools built specifically for
helping you design user-defined components and patterns, while offering support for
zooming options and preset b7e8fdf5c8
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PCB Creator is a compact Windows application built specifically for helping users create
PCB layouts and schematic designs. As soon as run the application, you can select to
create a new schematic or PCB design, edit components, or create and edit patterns. The
user interface may seem a bit overwhelming at a first glance but this is only because the
program comes packed with many dedicated parameters. You can create a new design
from scratch or import data from Gerber files, or other file formats, such as DXF, ASC, or
SES. The components are well-organized in different categories (e.g. diodes, transistors,
relays, switches, sockets, headers) which can be dragged and dropped directly into the
working environment. Another notable characteristic of this tool is represented by the
possibility to check the designs for possible errors and view them displayed in a dedicated
pane. What’s more, you can zoom in or out, work with multiple layers, insert lines,
rectangles, and circles, embed text messages, undo or redo your actions, print the
generated designs, as well as perform basic editing operations (cut, copy, paste, delete).
PCB Creator lets you lock certain components for making sure they cannot be moved,
modified, or deleted accidently, set up the color parameters, insert tables and images (e.g.
JPG, BMP, ICO, EMF), enable the routing mode, activate the 3D preview mode, as well
make the app automatically arrange the components on the board. The “Component
Editor” and “Pattern Editor” panes provide several powerful tools built specifically for
helping you design user-defined components and patterns, while offering support for
zooming options and preset objects. During our testing we have noticed that the utility
offers excellent image quality, carries out a task very quickly, and without errors
throughout the entire process. All in all, PCB Creator comprises a complete suite of tools
for helping you create PCB designs and schematics. It is suitable especially for professional
users, as it bundles many advanced functions. PCB Creator Screenshots: PCB Creator
Features: Import and export PCB layouts created in KiCAD. Create new schematic designs
and PCB layouts. Edit Schematic and PCB files. Create and edit component shapes. Create
and edit schematic symbols. Can import and export from other designs or apps (e.g.
AutoCAD, DGN). Can

What's New in the PCB Creator?

✓ Create any number of circuit boards, schematics or designs in both “normal” and
“reverse” mode. ✓ Design new PCB and Schematic layouts by simply dragging, dropping
or importing PCB files. ✓ Generate G code and JEDEC files directly from the PCB files. ✓
Supports.brd and.brdc files. ✓ Supports any number of components, sockets,
interconnects, and styles. ✓ Supports any number of boards and designs. ✓ Supports up to
256 layers and unlimited patterns and components. ✓ Supports double sided PCBs. ✓
Supports components with pads. ✓ Supports single sided PCBs with double sided traces. ✓
Supports copper planes. ✓ Supports arbitrary names and attributes for all components. ✓
Supports non-assignable components. ✓ Supports masks. ✓ Supports repeated designs
with different routing. ✓ Supports images, text and zooming. ✓ Supports object primitives
(rectangles, circles, and ellipses). ✓ Supports freeform shapes (schemas, lines, text, and
freeform shapes). ✓ Supports any number of layers (up to 65535). ✓ Supports the
command blocks for custom commands, and intuitive GUI editing with all layers. ✓
Supports any number of components (0 to any 256). ✓ Supports any number of
components and PCB layers. ✓ Supports up to 65535 PCB components. ✓ Supports any
number of layers (up to 256). ✓ Supports any number of patterns. ✓ Supports unlimited
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PCB designs and schematics. ✓ Supports undo and redo. ✓ Supports rotating, editing,
scaling, and mirroring. ✓ Supports text and font styles. ✓ Supports keyboard shortcuts. ✓
Supports frame rotation (zoom x and y). ✓ Supports Auto Crop. ✓ Supports high quality
images. ✓ Supports image resizing. ✓ Supports scaling. ✓ Supports rotating of images. ✓
Supports zooming. ✓ Supports screen capturing. ✓ Supports zooming in, zooming out,
adjusting the zoom, resetting to the initial zoom, and saving image. ✓ Supports image
zooming. ✓ Supports image mirroring. ✓ Supports image resizing. ✓ Supports
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System Requirements:

• Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10 • Intel Core i5-3210M or AMD Ryzen 3 or
equivalent processor • 4 GB of RAM • 15 GB of free disk space • DirectX 9.0c compatible
graphics card • HDMI 1.4 output, display resolution at least 720p • NVIDIA Game Ready or
AMD Catalyst 11.12 or later driver • AMD Eyefinity or Microsoft Surround • HDCP 2.2
compliant display with DisplayPort 1.2, DVI, or V
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